
 

2007 ALA Annual Conference 

ACRL Instruction Section 

Executive Committee II 

 

Monday, June 25, 2007 

10:25 am – 1:30 pm 

Doubletree Washington, Boardroom 
 

Members Present:  Susan Beck, Jean Caspers, Jennifer Dorner (ch), Lori DuBois, Lisa Janicke 

Hinchliffe, Chad Kahl, Mary MacDonald 

 

Guests:  Adam Burling (ACRL), Susan Vega García (Iowa State University), Merinda McLure 

(Colorado State University), Joe Murphy (Yale University) 

 

I. Welcome and calls for additions and revisions to the agenda 

 

A. Meeting was called to order at 10:25 am. 

 

B. Revisions to Agenda 

 Item IVD, “Website redesign recommendations – framing the discussion 

(Dorner)” was moved from the Executive Committee I agenda. 

 Item IVE, “ILI Handbook review (MacDonald)” will be continued from the 

Executive Committee I meeting. 

 Item VC, “Publication proposals and revisions (Beck)” changed to “Publication 

Proposal Archive (Beck).” 

 Item VD, issue of First Year Experience web pages were added to 

“Discussion/Approval of Textbook Reviews.” 

 Add follow-up on discussion with Christopher Cox on ILI Handbook by Mary. 

 

II. Reports 

 

A. Information Literacy Advisory Committee (Hinchliffe) 

ILAC continues its work assisting other groups in developing subject-specific 

information literacy standards. Beth Dupuis discussed her upcoming overview on 

information literacy in ACRL.  Her preliminary report is due by September 2007. 

 

B. Status of Library School Outreach Task Force (MacDonald) 

The Task force continued its work, scheduling regular conference calls among the Task 

Force members. Jennifer clarified that the Task Force is generating recommendations 

for tools and documents, but that it will be up to Exec to determine which of these the 

Professional Education Committee follows up on. 

 

Action item – Mary will contact Esther about what the Task Force has already come up 

with, in order to show Michelle Millet, Chair of Professional Education, and prepare 

the Committee. 

 



 

C. Report on SAC Meeting and Standards for Proficiencies for Instruction Librarians 

(Kahl) 

Chad reported on his visit to the Standards and Accreditation Committee.  A few minor 

editing changes were made and Proficiency 2.3, “Encourages instructional staff to take 

advantage of training opportunities to improve skills and offers financial support when 

available,” was removed because it was already covered in proficiency 7.6, “Advocates 

for improving instructional services through support for training or improving skills of 

instructional librarians, better facilities, increased emphasis on library instruction by 

library administration, and dedication of resources to these areas.” 

 

The Standard will be submitted for approval to the ACRL Board the next day, June 26, 

2007. After it is accepted by the Board, document will be assigned to the Management 

and Leadership Committee.  ACRL Standards are on a five-year review cycle. 

 

Action item – Jean will disband task force and notify Adam. 

 

D. Report from Adam Burling 

i. Adam thanked Jean for all of her work in correcting issues with the committee 

member volunteer form. 

ii. Instruction Section had $1,000 in budget on June 20, 2007.  Funding goes away 

after August 15, 2007.  Committee discussed potential uses for the funding:  pay for 

Survey Monkey subscription for next year; pay for community software (although 

potential problem since ALA already offers that) and/or conference calls. 

 

E. Management & Leadership Survey Report (DuBois) 

While the Management & Leadership Survey Report has been expanded since the draft 

submission, Exec feels as though more information is needed. A discussion about the 

goal of the survey ensued. Jean noted the survey process started with question “Should 

there be standards or guidelines by IS on whether/how training should be done for 

librarians when they enter the field?”   She noted that the committee originally wanted 

this data to see if the Instruction Section needed to go in another direction to provide 

more training for instruction librarians and that then, partway through the process, the 

committee realized that the Proficiencies for Instruction Librarians document may 

answer the questions that the survey originally broached. 

 

It is not clear whether the data or its analysis includes the answers Exec needs to the 

original question. But the data might be usable in other ways. It will be sent to the 

Immersion faculty and Jean noted that Professional Education may want to look at the 

data. 

 

Management and Leadership is discussing potential ways of using the results of the 

survey.  One idea is creating a clearinghouse of training materials based on the 

Proficiencies document.  They may want to send messages out to ILI-L to ask how 

instruction coordinators are providing training on particular topics and/or to ask them to 

contribute training materials.  To prioritize what materials to seek first, they may use 

the survey results and focus on areas where lots of training or little training is taking 



 

place.  The committee also discussed a bibliography a committee member had compiled 

as background information for creating the survey.  This bibliography was intended as 

an internal document, but the committee was considering whether it might be useful as 

a publication.  Lori mentioned to the committee that a publication proposal would be 

necessary and they would need to keep in mind the maintenance of the bibliography.  

Lisa noted that ACRL would have first right of refusal. Chad asked if Management & 

Leadership was having difficulty focusing the bibliography, similar to Teaching 

Methods with their teaching tips bibliography concept. 

 

F. Information Literacy in the Disciplines update (Beck) 

The information for all forty disciplines has been updated. The citation style needs to be 

changed to Chicago, Style B.  Future issues that need to be considered include how far 

should the international focus go? Exec suggested limiting to only English-speaking 

countries.  The committee also faced some terminology challenges to their searching 

process, which have resulted in their decision to add a scope note to each page, limit 

their searching to the last five years and perhaps start categorizing. Susan recommended 

that the committee send a mock-up before sending the Executive Committee a 

publication proposal. 

 

The committee would like to create a form for the suggestions of additional links rather 

than rely on email to the Committee Chair. 

 

The committee would like two more members, possibly virtual members. 

 

Action item – Jean will work with Sarah to appoint two additional members to the 

Committee. 

 

III. Discussion Items  

 

A. Revising Members-at-Large Exec positions (Dorner) 

Exec agreed prior to the conference to move ahead with increasing the number of 

Members-at-Large (MAL) and to reducing their terms from three years to two. Exec 

discussed the advantages and disadvantages of having a total of four or five MALs. 

There was a unanimous vote to reduce terms from three to two year terms, if we are 

increasing the number of MALs. There was a unanimous vote to increase number of 

MALs from three to four. 

 

Jennifer noted that this would require a change to IS Bylaws.  In the past, this has been 

a long process, requiring the development and distribution of a proposal, a public 

hearing at a conference, submission to the ACRL Bylaws committee, and, if approved, 

a membership vote on the spring ballot. Adam noted that the ACRL Bylaws had been 

reviewed by the ALA parliamentarian and he said it would allow for this type of 

change.  Bylaws can be changed to guidelines to offer greater flexibility with vote in 

spring 2008. Lisa noted if we recommend a change to IS Bylaws now, under the 

process in the current Bylaws, vote would happen in Spring 08 anyway. Jennifer noted 

that even if this went immediately into action, the change would not occur until after 



 

ALA Annual 2009 because of the Nominating Committee would need time to seek and 

add additional MAL candidates. 

 

Action items 

 Lisa will write up a proposal to change our bylaws; find out procedure to get 

this to membership. 

 Jean will schedule a membership forum for Midwinter 2008. 

 

B. Automating reports of member non-attendance at meetings (Caspers) 

Merinda McLure, chair of Research & Scholarship, recommended the development of a 

form that would allow committee members to submitting their intention to attend or not 

attend a conference. The information would go to the Executive Committee and the 

appropriate committee chair. The intention was to shift pressure to enforce attendance 

off the committee chair and onto the elected Executive Committee. 

 

While recognizing that member attendance is an ongoing problem, it was noted that it is 

currently up to the committee chair to report a committee member who is not attending 

meetings, so that the IS Chair can take necessary action. It is also important to note that 

conference attendance is not the only factor when considering a member’s participation 

and a form reporting attendance would not give the Executive Committee any 

information about how much that member has participated in other ways. The 

Executive Committee suggested that more information about how to handle this issue 

be communicated to both committee chairs and members. While the acceptance letters 

lay out the obligations of members, this could be followed up by a message from the 

committee chair.  Lori also reviewed the web page that summarizes the expectations of 

committee members and concluded that it was not clear on the requirement of 

continuous committee involvement. 

 

The consensus was that there was no support for the idea of creating this automated 

self-reporting form, but that the issue could be handled in other ways. 

 

Action items 

 This discussion will continue on the Executive Committee listserv. 

 Lori will draft language to be added to committee member responsibility 

web page. 

 

IV. Break 

 

V. Discussion Items (continued) 

  

C. Budget priorities for 2007-08 (Caspers) 

Jean proposed that we discontinue the paper version of the IS Newsletter and save ACRL 

the cost of printing it. She discussed this at the IS New Leadership Orientation and all but 

one attendee agreed that the Newsletter should be electronic only. Jennifer pointed out 

that moving to print only might save ACRL money, but that the savings is not transferred 

into the Section’s general budget. It was also noted that the current Newsletter Editor has 



 

said that an e-only edition would not save her any effort.  Chad confirmed this and 

relayed comments from the Law and Political Science Section newsletter editor. Another 

concern is that current ALA membership settings allow members to opt out of receiving 

additional emails except official ALA communications. Newsletters may not be 

considered official ALA communications. 

 

Action items 

 The discussion will continue on the Executive Committee listserv. 

 Adam will check into making the IS Newsletter an official communication so 

it would not be blocked. 

 Adam will run a report to see how many IS members have chosen to prevent 

non-official emails from ALA. 

 

D. Website redesign next steps (Dorner) 

There was a brief review of the discussion that occurred at Advisory. We will wait for 

Advisory to respond with comments and what capabilities we will have with the new 

ALA content management software. 

 

Action item – The discussion will continue on the Executive Committee listserv. 

 

E. Publication proposals and revisions (Beck) 

Susan distributed a handout outlining previous decisions relating to the Publication 

Proposal outline, including the Executive Committee decision at 2007 Midwinter to 

only archive the final, approved version of the proposal. Discussion centered on how to 

ensure that the Policy and Publications Review committee receives the proposals to 

archive.  Agree to change responsibility from the Executive Committee liaison to the 

Policy and Publications Review committee to the Executive Committee liaison to the 

committee that made the publication proposal.  Chair of Policy and Publications 

Review would be carbon-copied. 

 

Discussed the issue of changes to publications and when they require a new publication 

proposal. Because past publication proposals are not available electronically, it may be 

difficult for committees to revise older ones. It was decided that when publications 

came up for revision, a new publication proposal relating to the publication should be 

submitted to the archive. 

 

Action items 

 The Policy and Publication Review Committee should include information 

about the Publication Archive in the IS Publication Policy and Procedures 

Manual. 

 Jennifer will let Advisory Council know that the Executive Committee liaison 

of the committee making the proposal is responsible for proposals.  Jennifer 

will revise responsibilities web page for liaisons and Susan will inform Policy 

and Publications Review. 

 The revision of the IS Publication Policy and Procedures Manual should be a 

future discussion item by the Executive Committee. 



 

 

F. Discussion/Approval of First Year Experience Bibliography and Textbook Reviews 

(Kahl) 

Jennifer noted that original discussion led Teaching Methods to integrate the new 

bibliography entries into the existing bibliography. Discussed how important is to have 

consistent citation styles, particularly for Type 3 documents that should conform to 

ACRL’s style. 

 

Action items 

 Chad will correct the citations in the FYE bibliography and the Information 

Literacy textbooks to Chicago B. 

 The Exec liaison to Publication & Policy Review Committee will 

communicate that the committee needs to make sure that the requirement that 

citations be in Chicago B citation style format be noted in all IS documents, 

web pages (especially “Requirements for IS Web Bibliographies”), etc., not 

just in the Publication Policy and Procedures Manual.  Substantial documents 

that are not using Chicago B need to change to the correct citation style when 

they are being revised. 

 Executive Committee members will provide feedback on the Information 

Literacy Instruction Handbook by July 10, 2007. 

 

G. Emerging Leaders (Dorner) 

Jennifer expressed concern that it is yet unclear as to how a Section will sponsor a 

candidate to the Emerging Leaders 2008 program. Exec agreed not to follow the same 

procedure as last year, with applicants first applying to the Section and then to 

Emerging Leaders. 

 

Action Item – Adam and Jennifer will follow-up with ALA about the Emerging Leaders 

application process and IS Sponsorship. 

 

H.    ILI Handbook (MacDonald) 

Mary talked with Christopher Cox about continuing as editor for further revision.  He 

agreed to continue.  It is possible that the current Task Force will be disbanded and a 

new one created. 

 

Action items – Executive Committee members will provide feedback on the 

Information Literacy Instruction Handbook by July 10, 2007. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 1:30 pm. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Chad Kahl 


